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Agenda

Saturday, February 6th, 2021
Meeting starts: 10:11am PST / 12:11pm CST / 1:11pm EST

Eastern Central Pacific Topic

1 PM 12 PM 10 AM Strategic Planning

● Establishing short term political priorities and goals
February-May

○ GNDCC Campaign Proposal
■ MOTION by Jenbo to provisionally approve

this campaign proposal pending the additions
of a $5,000 increase in the communications
budgets, language of including Black & Brown
workers, working closely with the IRWG, and
order of priority w/ regional preconvention
conferences. Motion carries unanimously.

○ NEC Fundraising Proposal
■ MOTION by Jen to call the question. Keon

seconded. Motion carries unanimously.
■ MOTION to approve the NEC fundraising

proposal. Motion carries unanimously.

2:30 1:30 11:30 Break

2:45 1:45 11:45 Racial Justice

● Kevin’s resolution on Prioritizing BIPOC Recruitment &
Engagement

○ MOTION by Kevin on provisional approval, adding
language about consulting GDC to talk through
logistics and replacing special committee with
something more specific. Seconded by Kristian. Motion
carries unanimously.

● Blanca’s Language Justice Resolution (passed by the SC on 1.22
but may require further discussion to operationalize)

○ MOTION by Natalie to approve proposal on contracting
with Tilde. Seconded by Blanca. Motion carries
unanimously.

● Developing a statement on reparations



4:00 3:00 1:00 Break

4:15 3:15 1:15 YDSA Report

5:15 4:15 2:15 Break

5:30 4:30 2:30 Staff Reports

● February 2021 Staff Reports
○ Comms Report

■ MOTION by Natalie to enter executive session
for personnel questions. Seconded by Blanca.
Motion approved unanimously

Sunday, February 7th, 2021

Easter
n

Central Pacific Topic

1 PM 12 PM 10 AM Staff reports, continued

2 PM 1 PM 11 AM Operations Reports

● Budget & Finance
○ MOTION by Natalie to approve the budget. (No

second needed). Motion carries unanimously.
● Personnel

○ MOTION by Maikiko to enter executive session to
discuss personnel matters. Blanca seconds the
motion. Motion carries unanimously.

● Executive session ends.
● MOTION by Natalie to adopt resolution re February-May

2021 Priorities. Megan seconds. Motion carries.
3 PM 2 PM 12 PM Break

3:15 2:15 12:15 Convention Planning Committee Report
● MOTION by Kristian that we amend our preconvention

conferences to be five, and that they be based on time
zones. Jen seconds. Motion carries unanimously.

4:45 3:45 1:45 Break

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18qmsxuNZG-RnmMYGGa2m2TfOC1rlkThkqT-Bw7C7Iek/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18qmsxuNZG-RnmMYGGa2m2TfOC1rlkThkqT-Bw7C7Iek/edit


5:00 4:00 2:00 NHGO Recommendations

● Request for Decision #1
○ There is a grievance  that has been sitting with a 5 NPC

member hearing committee since October without
resolution. At this point, Paula would like us to choose
between one of the following options.

■ Option 1: The NPC gives the hearing
committee a firm deadline, such as two weeks,
to produce a report and recommendation for
the NPC to vote on in the case.

■ Option 2: Alternatively, Paula can produce a
report and recommendation under the new
streamlined grievance process for the NPC to
review and vote on.

○ MOTION by Kristian to adopt option number 2.
Seconded by Marianela. Motion carries.

● Request for Decision #2
○ Paula and Ana would like guidance on whether the

NPC wants the other two training modules proposed in
the expanded contract prioritized in the next few
months (they are complex conflict resolution and toxic
masculinity). The reason they need input is that if the
NPC expects them as deliverables, they need to begin
developing them nowhu and will de-prioritize other
requests for training that have come through recently
from chapters.  To phrase this as options, the NPC
should choose between:

■ Option 1: Communicating that the conflict
resolution and toxic masculinity modules are a
priority so that Paula and Ana can calendar out
their work on them this spring.

■ Option 2: Communicating that these modules
are not a priority and as a result, freeing up
Paula and Ana’s time this spring to develop
custom chapter requested trainings.

○ MOTION by Jenbo to adopt option 1. Seconded by
Jen. Motion carries unanimously.

MOTION to adjourn. Motion carries unanimously.
Meeting ended at 2:30pm PST / 4:30pm CST / 5:30pm EST.



Notes

Saturday, 2/6

Topic
Strategic Planning

● Establishing short term political priorities and goals February-May
○ GNDCC Campaign Proposal
○ NEC Fundraising Proposal

NOTES
Meeting starts: 10:11 AM PST

● Natalie introduces the section.
● Sean introduces the GNDCC Campaign Proposal. This is a lot more than the PRO Act, it’s also

priority campaigns for the GNDCC. Came from War Room - 20-30 people from chapters and
the summit. Did holistic strategic planning to zero in on top priority campaigns, thinking
long-term, and how they will relate to the first 100 days of the Biden admin. Push for the PRO
Act as their ALL-IN demand for the first 100 days, to build capacity across chapters to
campaign around federal action, frame that in order to win a GND we’ll need a strong labor
movement. Would like a vote and to dive into the PRO Act portion.

● Dave: As far as DSLC, not as far in scope as the GNDCC. DSLC approved campaign to pass the
PRO Act. Joining a coalition with IUPAT (painters union). IUPAT trying to lead the way in labor
unions not just signing off on things and to actively organize around it. IUPAT focused on the
senate. DSLC will focus on using as an opportunity to grow chapters’ labor branches. Getting
R&F union members to try and get their unions involved, and non-union workers who are
interested in fighting for political change to become union members and join the campaign.

● Blanca: This is great. The PRO Act is going to be so huge for undocumented people in the
United States. Is there any we can get together with some immigration groups, at least
through the IRWG? Maybe point you toward undocumented workers? Maybe to ask them to
push this campaign also. Will this be in Spanish as well?

● Megan: Do we know who else is a part of IUPAT Pro Act coalition?
● Sean: Great idea. Even if that means multiple conversations with IUPAT or if the other orgs

can’t join the full coalition, this is still a great idea. More generally, we want to escalate in late
March or early April and there’s a lot of room there around what that can look like. Ideally, if
we get our priority bodies to push toward this, we can get other nat’l working groups or
chapters that don’t have labor or ecosoc working groups but do that immigration working
groups they can get involved. Coalition: CWA Sunrise and a couple other orgs are key drivers,
I don't have a full list

● Natalie: Shoutout to everyone, really excited about this. Give a level of grounding and focus
we haven’t had in  minute. Wanted to lift up is most excited about making May Day a big
deal. Would like to go even bigger and more ambitious for May Day. What if we did a
telethon for a big chunk of May Day and we were casting out different things that were
happening on the ground -- speakers on the ground talking about importance, DSA electeds.
Like when Carlos Rosa and members of the DSLC did a live cast call in Spanish and English
around EWOC. The sky’s the limit on ideas.



● Keon: Excited about campaign. We talk about race and how we organize -- a common
statistic/truth is that Black and Brown folks are the most pro-union group, but
underrepresented in being unionized. Excellent moment to make the connection of racial
justice -- Black folks and Brown folks having power, and organized Black and Brown labor. We
should try and draw that out and highlight that as well. Also the number of essential workers
-- heavily Black and Brown folks. We should also be talking about organizing worker power
within that context as well.

● Megan: Agree with Keon. One opportunity of saying we want to go all in on organizing about
the PRO Act is teaching chapters how to build relationships with unions and union members
who are down to throw down on this. The best way to grow DSA and grow power is to build
relationships. This will put DSA members in struggle with people who are fighting for
something that will improve all our lives. Glad DSLC and GND are organizing around this,
M4All is although thinking about this. Agrees with Blanca -- the more we bring in our WGs to
organize around this. The more we can throw down on this the better. The more we can get
people to come around to this, the better, too. It would be good if someone makes a
breakdown of what the PRO Act does. It does so many things and it makes you so much how
much things now favor business, and the really simple things that this would change.
Educating ourselves and others would get people excited about organizing around this.
Making  this THE national campaign the better. This is a really good time because we’re
moving toward convention, which is really internal, and having a big external campaign
would be good.

● Jen: On Page 5, under requested resources. There’s $1,000 for bail -- how would this be
administered? Bail funds are tricky, how would this get to chapters? Also want to make sure
staff has the capacity. Are we okay on that aspect?

● Sean: Put that in as an initial request, haven’t had convos with chapters to determine where
actions would be necessary. Just introduced, so we don’t have the list of senators that would
be hardest to move. If we have to take that out to make people comfortable voting for it, if
we have to add it later then we could do that. If we pass $9k or $10K minus the bail fund,
that will be spend fast, and we’ll probably come back for further expenditures.

● Maria: This is a really exciting campaign for the reasons others have said. Staff perspective -
there’s a role for chapters and concrete ways to engage them early on with concrete asks.
Also, national random member ask to make. What are the concrete asks going to be for
members? How will we differentiate between chapter members and at-large? Will we have
asks for people outside of DSA, and how will we bring them into DSA? The scope of the
campaign is large and would take significant staff time, which we don’t have right now. E.g.
The chapter route and non-chapter route like phone banks and engaging them -- this could
take a full tech staffer.  Staff are looking at the calendar looking into convention,
understanding there are going to be 11 or so preconvention conferences, national
convention, and this campaign. A bail fund is something we don’t have capacity to do and
would be something we need to learn. We’d have to cut back on some things we have
planned for this spring, or increase our capacity.

● Maikiko: Affirm Keon and Blanca’s points -- if this is a major component of our work, would
like to see those points integrated in the language, and prioritizing organizing with Black and
Brown workers as part of our strategy. Would like to see intentionality of adding this for our
chapters.

● Jen: Phone banks are great way to get at-large members involved. At-large members, as a
constituency, are our second largest chapters. Asks to keep her and Finch looped in to keep
at-large members invested in this campaign.



● Sean: Way to differentiate is internal phone banks to members, then an auto-dialer when
campaign launches. We’d need staff capacity to help set up. Look at the way hubdialer was
employed during Georgia races. We’re going to need people to throw down on mentorship
and coaching as it gets underway.

● Keon: As-is, it should be passed. It’s a good campaign, I don’t have a question about how we
get POC involved in the work, we need to make sure we get people involved. As the NPC, I
think it is our responsibility as this campaign is getting into motion, it’s our job to craft some
of the political messaging to talk about Black and Brown workers, and as we get the work
moving, we are intentional about getting Black and Brown workers moved into DSA.

● Kristina: Re lists, are these VAN lists, external lists, for the hubdialer?
● Sean: Probably a follow--up conversation, but a list of 10 most high profiler senators that

need to be moved, lists of senators who haven’t sign on to PRO Act where there’s a DSA
chapter.

● Kristina: There are certain states we’re going through to find out which we can use hubdialer
and which we can’t. Want to remind you that Spoke costs money, too. Luckily we’re hiring an
org tool person to help.

● Jenbo: Motion to kick to GNDCC to add in language re immigration, Black & Brown workers
then up for Loomio vote. [Not seconded pending further discussion.]

● Blanca: Going a little further than just adding the language, would it be possible for us to
have a strategy session with the GNDCC before the big kickoff? To the working groups as
well? I think we’re doing a good job and I want to keep the morale going.

● Glenn: Agree with everything that has been said, esp with Megan on keeping us external
facing. To reiterate Maria’s point, if we’re doing 12 preconvention conferences, we will not be
able to do this and the campaign. What is described here will need significant organizing staff
time. There will be multiple things that we won’t be able to do, and supporting this, chapters,
broad membership, and the priority campaign. Preconvention conferences are a huge lift. We
just can’t do both based on current capacity.

● Dave: On an informal level, the GND and DSLC have already had meetings and it’d be great to
bring in others to broaden this conversation. This will dovetail into Glenn’s point, but would
this create a formal group of representatives and NPC members on this campaign.

● Marinela: I think we should have a much clearer picture of what the regional conference
schedule will look like pretty soon, and then a huge component will be bringing in local
leaders on agenda planning. There will be a large lift with staff on back end, but we would
have a clearer idea of regional preconvention conferences on where to put our eggs.

● Natalie: On the capacity question, I saw a lot of heads nodding at Jenbo’s motion, that would
give us time in the convention planning section about regional conferences. I think we need
to really get consensus in this body on what would take priority, and work that into the final
draft of the campaign plan. We shouldn’t vote in this moment to prioritize preconvention or
this campaign, and it should be decided tomorrow. On budget, this is a modest budget for a
organization-wide campaign. Motion to amend to increase the budget for communications
and tech-related items by $5,000.

● Megan: I’m happy to send this back to the GND committee, and going back to Keon and
saying we like this thing and not leave them in a state of limbo.

● Natalie: Would people be okay approving this pending some amendments later this week?
● Jenbo: Motion to provisionally approve this campaign proposal pending the additions of a

$5,000 increase in the communications budgets, language of including Black & Brown
workers, working closely with the IRWG, and order of priority w/ regional preconvention
conferences.



● Jen seconded.
● Keon: Why does the “order of priority” need to be in here.
● Natalie: It needs to be put clearly somewhere [staff requirements].
● Motion carries unanimously.

● Natalie introduces the NEC proposal. Brandon has given the compliance sign-off. The SC on
our last call reviewed a last draft but there were concerns around staff time.

● Marianela: This seems to me the next step in bolstering our very strong work in running
socialists. In Chicago, last summer I was talking to Carlos and he was saying how amazing it
would be to start fundraising now so we’d have a war chest to fight against opposition in a
few years. To me, this is super essential to making our electoral work sustainable and so the
chapters aren’t having to work from scratch every time.

● Jen: How will candidates -- do they submit an application to get funded, or does the NEC
decide how much candidates will get. How does that work?

● Quinn Martindale (DSA member): This would be nationally endorsed candidates. Same
endorsement process. So it wouldn’t be the NEC deciding who gets funds, they’d be part of
joint fundraising campaign. Parallel is NYC. This won’t be a PAC.

● Jen: Ostensibly, these funds would go to campaigns. How do we decide what each chapter
gets.

● Quinn: It’d be shared among the fundraisers on the slate -- directly to the candidates and not
through the NEC.

● Biba: Worked for the Martinez campaign. The FTM Pact was a multi-candidate slate and they
voted on how the spend the money, and they decided to split the money evenly, and the
Board decided how to split it. Having this support was really helpful for our campaign. We
want to look at our electoral campaigns to diversity and basebuild, and it’s hard to do when
you are bogged down with fundraising and make the world of a difference when we run our
electoral campaigns.

● Justin: https://secure.actblue.com/donate/dsa-for-the-many <--- example. I’m in NYC and
what’s important about this is that people want to support DSA’s national electoral project in
some form, and making individual contributions is onerous and burdensome, and doing this
lets people support our candidates in one fell swoop.

● Blanca: How does AR get help? Will we need a federal candidate? What about a state office?
● Quinn: The only requirement is having an ActBlue page.
● Megan: Only thing I wanna add is that if we’re thinking about strategy, our big chapters have

the capacity to fund and win and this will help us fund and win races in smaller chapters
where they don’t have the same resources. This is how we win in red states, this is how we
win shit. We have chapters everywhere.

● Keon: Listening to Blanca, we have races as small as school board. If we’re making a DSA that
is a strong national org with some consistency on our candidates.

● Jen: Motion to call the question.
● Keon seconded.
● Motion to approve the NEC fundraising proposal.
● Motion carries unanimously.

Break

https://secure.actblue.com/donate/dsa-for-the-many


Racial Justice

● Kevin’s resolution on Prioritizing BIPOC Recruitment & Engagement
● Blanca’s Language Justice Resolution (passed by the SC on 1.22 but may require further

discussion to operationalize)
● Developing a statement on reparations

NOTES:

Kevin’s proposal:
● JUSTIN: first item up is Kevin’s resolution
● KEVIN: providing analysis of resolution. This resolution is based on being intentional with

recruiting BIPOC. High levels of dissatisfaction in current recruitment. Engagement - go
beyond renewing dues. More of a cultural piece, leadership development. Three pieces -
assessment: assess the racial composition of the organization and what they’ve done;
prioritization: intentionally having conversations, setting aside time to specifically discuss
race, having events with specific goals; producing a report: results of this work, what we tried
and worked/didn’t work, recommendations to NPC or convention. Creating a special
committee to facilitate this work. Would like “provisional approval” - some revision should be
done to the timeline, happy to revise.

● JUSTIN: we talked about ways that this would overlap with existing committee work - like
GDC. Ask what GDC’s role would be in this.

● NATALIE: really like provisionally approving this. Need to think of this work as an iterative
process. Don’t need to make an amendment, but we really don’t have a theory of how to
recruit BIPOC, would be helpful to have a model or series of expectations to share with
committees. Clarifying what we think are effective tactics.

● BLANCA: this is a bigger conversation than just this proposal. What is the current state of
Afrosoc caucus? How do we incorporate Afrosoc from the beginning? Want to provisionally
approve.

● KEON: Something we could add is a campaign guideline as they’re developing campaign work.
During campaigns organizing becomes less intentional. Framework could be part of helping to
push that. When we say the “working class” it is diverse - where do BIPOC fit? Who are we
tailoring our message to? National leadership ought to play a stronger role than other bodies,
we should set the tone.

● KRISTIAN: when we’re talking about campaigns and proposals, we don’t have to ask if it is
anticapitalist, we have to acknowledge our shortcomings, making sure that we are explicit
antiracist. We sidestep these conversations sometimes. As an organization, we would benefit
from conflict resolution. Having intentionality, having a new member orientation for BIPOC
members. Making sure to have spaces we can ease people into. Membership survey is a good
opportunity to ask these questions. We have to think about our audience - where we’re
advertising, we orient towards youth but not always elders. Making sure when we diversify,
not just youth. Like what Keon and Natalie said about proposing. Want to make this second
nature - we’re constantly doing this and not have extra conversations - move past
afterthoughts.

● JUSTIN: Echo being intentional about campaign work, anything we undertake from the
beginning, not add on how we engage with BIPOC after the fact. Part of comms plan should
be how we account for language justice, how we are engaging x demographic. There’s been
an implicit thinking that Afrosoc will fix our problems, or campaign will attract x demographic



because it’s targeted towards working class. We have to fix it as political leadership - model
what is it to accomplish. Thinking through lens of GDC and how we can have a good chunk live
there. Problem is also - we can’t get stuck in backlog of applicants, because we’re not doing
work we need to do.

● SEAN: This is good and plan to vote for it. Also think that unspoken piece is that in order to
get to horizon, we have to be spending years developing new BIPOC cadre. Difficult to think
about NPC recruiting, most people already have a ton of responsibilities. Agree with Kevin on
point of retention. We should be putting out in retention that it is deep member engagement,
leadership development. We should be looking for multiracial organizing models invested in
BIPOC cadre development, building organizations that are multiracial.

● BLANCA: thinking about chapter formation, what can we do from the beginning. How can we
help them map out their area. How do we be intentional so we aren’t in the same place?

● KEON: ideally this work should be taken up by GDC. We don’t have a consistent organization
model for how we have volunteers doing a lot of organizing work. Dependent on very few
staff, that model is not sustainable. How would we expand national organizational capacity.
Need for organizational development model that role of organization is to establish sound
foundation for our chapters. We need people who know how to organize their area - map out
their chapters. Need to beef up GDC with those principles in mind, and political education
too.

● MAIKIKO: this will replace some work. We don’t have capacity based on our portfolio.
Immediate things where this implementation can start today. We have to choose to do that -
turning regional trainings into not just PRO Act but also training on BIPOC issues.

● BLANCA: hope we can make a public proclomation after this meeting.
● MEGAN: a lot of what we’re talking about is supporting chapters. What is in Kevin’s proposal

is oriented towards national organization. Really intentional organizing support, some
happens in reorienting trainings and intentional mentorship. What does mentorship for
organizing around this look like? If we want to do this seriously it will take one on one
support. We as leadership have capacity to lay groundwork for.

● HANNAH: agree with Justin, how do we bring this work into the GDC. Need to prioritize this
work above other work. More public statement, articulating publicly and clearly that the work
of ending capitalism and racism is deeply intertwined. Proposal talks about staff, which is
important. Can look to other organizations who are building multiracial organization, really
important. This work is about basebuilding, chapters don’t necessarily know how to do that
work - crucial role for GDC to support chapters.

● KEVIN: Helpful to have organizational model. As far as Afrosoc, not officially part of the
resolution. Don’t want Afrosoc expected to be diversity committee, hesitation of expecting
them to do this work. As best we can, do some of work of collecting information on how
chapters have done the work of making sure chapters aren’t 100% white. We have to develop
people, there are already people developed but not in DSA. Reaching out to Black organizers
who aren’t online.
MOTION by Kevin on provisional approval, adding language about consulting GDC to talk
through logistics and replacing special committee with something more specific. Seconded
by Kristian. Motion carries unanimously.

Language Justice resolution:
● BLANCA: was passed in SC. We have Tilde’s proposal. Met with Tilde on Wednesday, meeting

with Kristina and Rebecca and Tilde on February 16 to discuss how much tech work we’ll
need, we know staff time is limited. Want to add in funds to add tech contract.



● JEN: there are trainings for NPC involved in contract. Members could do some data entry work
to make this happen to limit staff time needed.

● BLANCA: having multilingual people part of committees rather than making it a harder
process for translators. Better if we make statements and plans from the beginning.

● SEAN: there’s more trainings on language justice, agree that having big picture conversations
is good.

● BLANCA: that’s included. What we want to do is build out language translation through
comms. Tilde would help build out capacity, be our training wheels to make it happen.

● JENBO: would Tilde be able to have trainings and have them do just that when we build Latino
editorial board for website. Might build in as we go along.

● BLANCA: would be great as we set this up. Once we get this training, should be able to check
ourselves and model what it would be like. Shouldn’t always need that or rely on someone
else.

● JUSTIN: are we near a point of completion for this?
● NATALIE:

MOTION by Natalie to approve proposal on contracting with Tilde. Seconded by Blanca.
Motion carries unanimously.

Development of statement on reparations:
● JUSTIN: this is continuing a conversation by SC when discussing resolution out of Seattle.

Don’t think it’s reparations, it’s incumbent on us to lead and say what is reparations and what
is our position, why reparations is socialism and what we will do about it.

● JENBO: good way to move forward is small discussion on reparations and then task it to
people to write statement and bring to NPC to edit. If setting broad ideas on reparations - as
far as reparations, we should follow movement leaders. Proposals on reparations doesn’t
follow Movement for Black Lives. Don’t want DSA to redefine a term that Black and
Indigenous leaders have already defined. Should cite people who have come before us on
defining this. Movement for Black Lives has an accessible way of reading it.

● BLANCA: we know that doing work we do comes at expense. Understand for Black working
class people it is hard to do this work. Would be open to talking about that - how we help
comrades who are missing work to be on committees, how can we help each other without
taking over what movement leaders are saying.

● MAIKIKO: There is need for NPC to come out with something by end of this weekend, include
component in discussing reparations. These are complicated topics, movements have been
talking for a long time and we should engage them. Originally Afrosoc was built around talking
about reparations. Proposal that we make a statement coming out of this conversation about
racial justice that includes reparations.

● KEVIN: we should have a line on reparations. Reparations come from the state. Don’t think
people are confused - choices put to organizers - what is concrete being done to help BIPOC
comrades. Diagnosis is that we should focus more broadly on making BIPOC feel comfortable
and can work in our organization. Shouldn’t be super reactive to these resolutions.

● NATALIE: within DSA the differences have more to do with internal focus versus external
focus, leadership decides external focus. Like idea of something that’s not super reactive.
Could be main substance of upcoming NPC newsletter. Maybe want to make that our
goalpost. We don’t do enough - sometimes what we communicate to membership we miss
some of the human elements on what it makes to create a welcoming culture. Propose that
NPC members say their favorite Black socialist and put in a couple sentences about their
writings.



● KEON: because there is so much out there about what reparations is, important to make
statement to clarify that reparations can’t come from an organization. Should be clear about
that. If we’re going to be serious in committing as socialists, have to be clear that all
reparations is not possible. The whole system rests on extra layer of exploitation of Black
people, reparations are not possible under current situation. We have to be clear there’s
restitution, have to start talking about a clear vision on what it means as socialists to build
institutions to repairing harm. An organization provides more funding along lines of race is
not reparations. Politically, if we are committed to idea that we need Black and brown people
who are able to organize, need to find ways to support them. How do we provide that kind of
support? There is an overlap in race as a class element. Not all Black people come from same
class background or face same hurdles. Need to be concrete on who we are talking to.

● MARIANELA: seems like we are all coming at this from different points of view, reflective of
larger organization. Able to have good conversation here, would like chapters to engage in
conversation too. Natalie’s idea for newsletter is great. Talking on NPEC about putting a series
together on race, bringing out questions in organization already. Goal shouldn’t be to come to
definitive position on question. Get people beyond trepidation to have this conversation. Love
for ideas on dedicated, long term political education work. Desire on committee to put
together curriculum. Would love more input.

● KRISTIAN: sometimes can be adversarial feeling - easier to hate national than to engage in
discussions about who our actual opponents are. Lose sight of who our opponents are. There
are elements of white guilt that make it difficult to engage. That lends itself to having not
developed a culture of care. Having culture of care embrace the organization, can grow and
not walk on eggshells. People need support when shit goes sideways. Justin, Jenbo and I have
been working on overview of work since convention, easy way for us to incorporate shift in
priority of work we are doing. Being clear about what it takes this work to happen. We need
this work to be sustainable. Need to be able to commit to each other to do this work long
term.

● MEGAN: make a proposal for next step - Maikiko’s proposal is important, putting something
out to diffuse the moment we are in. should share our conversation with others. Propose that
we adopt Natalie’s newsletter ideas. Should talk about convention to convention stuff - what
we have gotten done. If done in time, should include in newsletter.

● BLANCA: will this also include section on white guilt and how that is detrimental?
● NATALIE: it is what we make of it and can include.
● SEAN: thinking about anchoring statement in specific pieces out of this weekend, in favor in

something about orientating around mass action campaigns.
● JUSTIN: add things about white guilt and thornier things is best left to other conversations.

Necessary that we have other opportunities, create more opportunities.
● KRISTIAN: would envision conversation best served in chapters. These are discussions we are

having on NPC, these are discussions chapters should have. Point is wanting people not to
avoid having these discussions. Needs to happen everywhere.

● KEON: agree that we should have discussions in chapters, do think that we’re missing more
direction from NPC. Level of unevenness about the conversations in chapters. What we need
to do is take weight off of chapters.

Break

YDSA Report



NOTES
● Biba: YDSA adopted a national Cancel Student Debt campaign. Many NCC members have

found it difficult to balance their duties as students & to organize especially to bring more
BIPOC members. If we want to be serious about bringing in BIPOC members, we need more
dedicated staff with the sole focus of recruitment. For our Student Debt campaign for
example, having a staffer to reach out to possible coalition partners etc. Second YDSA staffer
(Kaleb) has been onboarded and has been great.

● National Cancel Student Campaign= we’ve set up a field committee to recruit a field team to
help with efforts to pressure Biden to cancel debt via executive order. We’ve trained 5 people
so far. Hosting biweekly phone banks using auto-dialer. 1,800 organizing convos in the last 3
weeks. Calling DSA members who are students. Recruited at least 1 person from 77 different
schools. A commitment from 27 people to start new YDSA chapters. Taking on this national
campaign has made a big difference for our smaller chapters particularly in this moment with
the limits of in-person tactics. Developed a guide with tiered-asks with a focus on leadership
development and base building. Want to continue this work until our convention in June past
100 days. Ask to share the petition with students and share social media posts.

● National Organizing Committee= develops relationships with local chapters and our national
org; owns our national level work with many subcommittees. Outreach subcommittee’s role is
to focus on developing relationships with chapter leaders via regular check-ins. They’re
working on winter conference turnout. Coalition subcommittee is in charge of building
coalitions for our organizing work. Current focus is on building relationships with unions to
create a Labor for Student Debt coalition. Asks RE: relationships with unions.

● YDSA Winter Conference= Have a lot of amazing panelists confirmed for panels like Defund
the Police and Cancel Student Debt. Still need speakers for a few more workshops. 219
registered. Ask RE: posting on social media about the event.

Break

Staff Reports

● February 2021 Staff Reports
○ Maria: Despite the difficult year, we’ve significantly expanded our capacity for

organizing, tech, and fundraising.
○ Kristina: Three operations related requests for decision:

● Request: Michael wants to debrief the mass calls & process for
setting them up. Seeking NPC input at a meeting before staff
proposes revised process. Who from the NPC should be on the call?

○ Natalie, Maikiko, Sean, Megan, Kristian
● Request: TMC contract ending in April. Do we want to renew our

contract?
○ Megan: This is such a core part of our organizing and it’s how

we get VAN access which is so important. This is what we
need to continue to do great organizing and 134 chapters are
using VAN, action network, or spoke. A very high percentage
using VAN through this contract.

○ Jenbo: The chapters losing their access won’t lose their data
and we can re-open their access if we need too. I think we
should approve but find a way to move away from TMC in the
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future. Need to make sure Southern Maine continues to get
support!

● Request: Rebecca is still looking for a chapter or individuals to lead a
DSA-specific intermediate level Action Network training. Does
anyone on the NPC have recommendations of specific people who
might be able to do that?

○ Jenbo: I will ask Guy from the trainings & development
group;

● Request: Can we vote within the existing window for chapter
approval?

○ Marianela: I recommend we move back to voting on chapter
applications in a spreadsheet.

■ Kristina agrees that would be better
● Kristian recommends a separate email chain

for each batch
○ NPC agrees

● Request: Do we authorize bylaws committee to put together a series
of recommendations for the sample bylaws for the NPC’s review?

○ NPC says yes.
■ Kristian: Do we have the hats for the recruitment drive?

● Chris: We had a union vendor fullfill the order but they sent hats
without a union bug. We had to send them back and are waiting for
new ones to come.

○ Chris for Comms: Theme of the report is still struggling to keep up with all of the tasks
within the department while our work with national campaigns expands and comms
staff remains limited within the department. Tl/dr our capacity has a lot of space to
grow to deliver messaging for campaigns.

■ Natalie moved to enter exec session for personnel questions.
● Seconded by Blanca

○ NPC approved unanimously
■ Requests for decision:

● R #1: We don’t have enough moderator capacity for the DSA forums.
We have only one moderator who desperately needs moderators. We
had a push to recruit new moderators in September that was very
unsuccessful. Will the NPC either help support and recruit
moderators or two consider shutting down the forum?

○ Blanca: What does a moderator do? I don’t want to close the
forum but I’m wondering if we should limit daily posts until
capacity improves.

○ Jenbo: I changed my dues and signed up for DSA again and in
the intro email and it does not mention the forums. I think
the group is not healthy because it’s never refreshed with
new members. Who can tell me how a new member joins?

■ Kristina: Access has historically been limited for
technically capacity. The way you log in is through
autho and we were hoping to tie it to mydsa but that
hasn’t happened because of the capacity issues



around mydsa. The tech capacity to support the
forums hasn’t improved either. Nate is the technical
support person and the moderator which is too
much. (Catherine also moderates some).

■ Jen: We can improve many things. One thing that
would have been helpful is hearing about this earlier.
The national tech committee is restructuring and the
new SC could be tasked with working on this, such as
recruiting new moderators. I agree with Jenbo that
we should get rid of it. In 2019, I posted every single
con resolution as it’s own thread and there was great
discussion. There are also wikis available on the
forum which aren’t getting to members because they
can’t access it. Teaching people how to use the forum
functions improves the culture.

■ Maikiko: I’m trying to figure out how to make the
useful parts stronger. I think there are valuable uses
and functions. Would love a demographic
assessment of who uses it.

■ Marianela: I’m hearing that the forum does several
things really well, like when we need to exchange
around something important like the convention. It
also points people to resources that exist that people
don’t know about. Another is a place for people
organizing new chapters to get help. We should come
up with a list of things the forum should be for and
what we don’t want it for. I think political debates
should be had in publications not the forums.

■ Justin: Moderation is really important and without it
the tool is basically useless. I think we should keep it.
We need more spaces for people to talk about
politics and have discussions.

● Jen will follow up with a proposal at the next
SC call

● R#2: Comms committee has been working on a process for receiving
feedback from the NPC in an orderly manner and feedback during
political emergencies.

○ Kevin: this will funnel npc guidance into one sources so it
goes to everyone it needs to in the comms department. It
would be an email you could send feedback too so the
committee could review non crises feedback on a weekly
basis. Only non crises events.

■ Mari: This would be a way for NPC members to give
input then the final decisions would be made by
coms staff?

● Kevin: Goes to comms committee for
deliberation. Some things the committee
may be able to act on without NPC input but



some things may be contentious and the
committee would create a proposal to get
guidance from the NPC.

○ NPC unanimously supports
●

Sunday, 2/7

Topic

DAY 2 NOTES
Staff Reports

● February 2021 Staff Reports

● Glenn: This report lifts up achievements, goals, and challenges for the organizing team.
○ Discussion

■ Jenbo: Comms committee has discussed a process for centralizing national
committees/working groups communications. I think it would be good if we
had a joint comms/ogrganizing team meeting to streamline how to get
feedback back to the organizing team once communications go out.
Potentially, it could be a standing time to touch base every other week.

■ Sean: Seconding what Jenbo said about the 1-5 scale. Also, want to know if
the OT is tracking whether there are contested leadership elections or how
many elections are being run within a chapter? Also, is there any tracking of
how many members of a chapter are participating in elected or appointed
positions in national committees? Is it factored into the strength of the
chapter?



● Glenn: The assessments don’t include leadership elections. We could
potentially expand to include that when the chapter pipeline
coordinator is onboarded. RE: elections, I share out with the
organizing team when new chapters are approved who the officers
are but it would be great to have a centralized place where that
information lives (doesn’t exist yet).

■ Megan: Two points
● I like the scale too. Our chapters are skewed low on it and we should

be clear eyed about that. My assumption is that chapters have
struggled to take on campaigns since covid started. Is that the OT’s
assessment too? What are the mechanisms/ideas about how  to push
them up to the next level?

● Also, I’m relizing we have so much information in so many different
places. It would be huge to have one national space where everyone
talks in, whether it is a single air table, slack or forum, where every
national committee has to collect certain information on. We need to
figure out, what is the way institutional knowledge is documented
and passed on easily so that it doesn’t just die in leadership
transitions?

○ Glenn: 35% of chapters we feel confident have run a strategic
campaign. Other chapters might be ranked lower either
because we know they haven’t or because we can’t verify
what’s going on. We use the ongoing trainings to get more
information and make these assessments.

■ Next steps for answering OT questions in the report:
● GDC will take up and report on by the next

NPC the questions about chapters
● SC will schedule a 30 minute min session to

discuss the questions about committees &
working groups + Kevin/Megan’s ideas for
the campaigns council

● NPC will collectively take up the questions
about chapter agreements during the NPC
convention recommendations section of this
meeting

● Heidi on Finance:
○ Request for Decision: We need to provide budgets to YDSA, the priorities committees.

■ NPC will take this up in B&F report.

● Emma on Development:
○ My background is in grassroots fundraising for movement organizations. Just wanted

to share where I am. Still establishing a big picture of where the organization’s
development work is and what are next goals for a sustainable monthly dues model
and building out the culture of grassroots fundraising broadly within the organization.

■ Maikiko: Wanted to flag some of the questions in Elizabeth Yoo’s section of
the report. Seeing that she is not getting some information about who is in
leadership of different groups. We also have that info. Maybe we need to
reconcile this data or taking more of this role on as the NPC?



● Maria: makes sense to join forces. We have limited capacity to
organizing a process to update this info and other details like do they
have an action network or email, etc. We could try to work on it and
it make sense to have Elizabeth, Kristina, or Emma working with
Megan and Kevin re: campaigns council.

○ The SC will take up this question as a part of our
committees/working groups discussion at the next meeting.

Operations Reports

● Budget & Finance
●
● Jen introduces budget and finance report. In the budget for 2021, we have two tracks: one

for Covid, non traveling, and one for non-Covid where travel is included. Both are projected
to have a surplus. Projecting healthy growth again, just like we did last year. We hope to
exceed our projection. One thing Heidi noted, is the budgets for priority committees. Last
year, hardly any of that money was spent so do we want to keep that number. Any union
negotiation amounts are not included in this budget.

● Natalie: suggest that instead of creating budgets, we invite those committees and YDSA to
submit draft budgets to B&F, and we can either--if they’re modest--take them up on Loomio
or on an SC call, or if they are more robust discuss at the next NPC meeting. We don’t have
enough information as far as baseline to make this determination.

● Jen: Agree with Natalie. One thing not included is the increased cost for the NHGO, we’d
need to increase by $20k for HGO for racial justice component of HGO.

● Maikiko: What happens if the numbers change post-bargaining?
● Jen: It would affect how we view this and would be reflected in an amended budget.
● Blanca: Does this include Tilde costs?
● Jen: It currently does not. We agreed yesterday, so $10k will go into the budget.
● Blanca: Would like to include a contracted tech person for the Tilde project, would like to

confer with Kristina, then after meeting on the 16th propose it.
● Jen: You can propose it now and include a buffer amount, and then it would not need to go

to B&F because the NPC approved it.
● Maria: This doesn't include staff positions beyond already approved, any union contract, or

any other increased personnel costs due to the union contract (such as for managers or
directors). Also the DSA convention cost projection does reflect that it is virtual.

● Natalie: Blanca, do you have numbers now?
● Blanca: I was going to ask for another $10k, but want to make sure we aren’t over budgeting

or under budgeting.
● Natalie: As chair, if we don’t have an exact amount, we can always approve additional

expenditures by Loomio. My recommendation is we wait until we have a good sense of the
figures unless Kristina has that today.

● Kristina: Best we talk about it on Tuesday and come up with a plan of action there.
● Natalie moves to approve the budget. (No second needed).
● Motion carries unanimously.

● Personnel



● Maikiko: We’ve been on a tear of hiring new staff. Amendment to the report because we’ve
made a move on the Org Tools Director. Tell all your friends to apply. Began bargaining on
January 29, and would like to discuss that with the NPC in executive session.

● Maikiko moves to enter executive session.
● Blanca seconds the motion.
● Motion carries unanimously.

Start executive session.
End executive session.

Natalie makes a motion to adopt resolution re February-May 2021 Priorities.
Seconded

● Justin: Wants clarification of external and internal priorities.
● Sean: Do we want to think about this resolution as directing NPC members’ time? Based on

discussions, this is going to be paramount for as many NPC members to be contributing their
time, network, and capacity as well. I’m in favor of something directing NPC to make this its
#1 external priority.

● Natalie: Pause debate and discuss the resolution so we can get through thoughts and
changes without laborious amendment process.

● Austin: How will this affect the Language Justice Proposal? Let’s add in LJ language into this
proposal.

● Natalie: There are many possibilities, anyone can make an amendment or add language re LJ
prioritization. Of the myriad items we heard today, the only thing that didn’t make it time
sensitive is the LJ trainings. Everything else is going to be a tough conversation and it will be
hard to do in detail without knowing the tradeoffs here today. My thought of not including
everything is that we will discuss in future SC calls, but I am good with people adding to this
resolution.

● Megan: Ask that the SC take the task of agendizing the NEC emails go out. This may not be
necessary here, but don’t want to lose track of this NEC fundraising conversation.

● Natalie: If I added to the last resolved clause “including for other priorities such as the NEC
fundraising proposal and language justice proposals. ” would that make sense and help
clarify?

● Kevin: I just want to voice a concern that when we have the finalized version of the BIPOC
Resolution it will be done, and I don’t want to be set up to fail. In my experience, with
diversity things there’s support vocally but then it’s not done. If getting it done means scaling
down the proposal that’s fine, but I want to make sure this gets done.

● Hannah: Seems like the BIPOC resolution can be prioritized along with this.
● Blanca: Something similar with Kevin, I want to make sure we are prioritizing this with BIPOC

comrades and provisionally passed resolution, and the langauge justice aspect.
● Natalie:  Sees BIPOC res as NPC task. Do we have idea of staff capacity re BIPOC? Do we want

to add language re NPC priority on this?
● Maria: Our read on the BIPOC resolution is that it’s about integrating specific practices across

the entire organization, so the biggest staff investment at least early on is in project
managing from someone on senior staff to coordinate all of that. And on the bigger picture
of this conversation, for all of the tradeoffs that we mentioned are the minimalist and
maximalist versions of what we mentioned - some things may be delayed, or start with a
smaller SMART goal, if is it a lower priority, but we can still begin the work or do initial
planning for the work.



● Kristian: This is stuff that is integrated with the work and not separate work, I would be
happy to propose some language to amend if that would be considered friendly. INcluding
BIPOC resolution as part of prioritization (all is included in resolution), being able to mention
the resolution itself as making sure the resolution is part of the work. “

● Jenbo: Can we put BIPOC res will be an NPC priority along with PRO Act and split the NPC to
make sure it gets done? Half will be made to make sure the BIPOC resolution is integrated.
We meet biweekly, now monthly NPC meetings, it will be easy to coordinate.

● Blanca: Can we get another list to NPC call people like we did for November STrategy?
● Glenn: That was one of our asks -- yes we can do that.
● Megan: It doesn’t say anything about the convention, but I think that was intentional. I think

we might get some slack for not including the convention as part of our strategy going
forward, don’t want to propose language, but want to make sure we know that going into
this.

● Natalie: Added “particularly in preparation for the convention, where necessary, “ to final
clause.

● Natalie moves that we adopt this resolution.
● Megan seconds.
● Motion carries.

Convention Planning Committee Report

● Kristian: Introduces Convention Report. Using Cadence for digital platform, contract proposal
in the works. We have 81 submissions for theme contest. Report includes upcoming
important dates, want to keep members aware and involved in process. Report includes
timeline overview. Pre-convention conferences will be important in ongoing discussion of
priorities, probably be on the shorter side. We will have outside tech support for Cadence
platform. Platform is exciting, committee is working on putting pieces together. We want to
use the Convention as an opportunity to build unity/shared vision of DSA as well as clarifying
points of disagreement. Platform committee will use membership survey to solicit feedback
on draft, and is working on sample agendas for chapters to discuss platform.

● Questions for discussion:
○ What are the two or three political issues we absolutely cannot leave convention

without discussing as an org?
○ Jen: Defining what we collectively believe socialism is. Important grounding idea.
○ Natalie: What are the topics that in the last year that have made our lives harder

because we didn’t have an agreed upon position. I.e. Reparations
○ Jenbo: What does a national endorsement mean? Further discussion on “class

struggle elections”, where we saw value in it and where we saw value outside of it.
What we want from our electeds and what the relationship looks like.

○ Blanca: Improving grievance process. How our chapters are equipped to handle
liberalism, white nationalism.

○ Sean: Deeper clarification of labor strategy. Updates of 2019 resolutions. Labor is a
big point of contention in DSA. Class struggle elections, 2024 presidential election
position.



○ Megan: Debating political resolutions at convention is important for political
education for members. The resos put forward visions but will not cover everything,
both based on conditions and capacity. So we should frame this as what are the
points of political education that we want members to focus on. Normally I would say
elections and labor, but we have good bases for these. Instead, we should talk about
how we become an anti-racist multiracial working-class organization. We should think
about wholistic ways to have this conversation at convention. It’s connected to
everything we do.

○ Keon: Reiterate our definition of socialism, taking it farther, what is it we want DSA to
be able to do as an organization? What is our theory of building the socialist
movement? It is essential that we are intentional about bringing Black and brown
people into the movement? We need to draw this out so we can get past
conversations about representation. National leadership, national structures, how
they relate to local leadership in order for us to mobilize our members. More
consolidated national leadership structures. National committees are siloed and don’t
work together much, need to integrate, especially labor and NEC.

○ Maikiko: The last 2 conventions focused on the “what” and this conversation focusing
on the “how”. We’re putting into a lot of work on talking about how we do the things
we’ve set out to do. We should talk about what any resolution would require, such as
staff time, etc. What are requirements to make resolutions focus on building the
multi-racial, internationalist organization we want. Additionally, overall capacity. We
can’t vote on everything, we can’t pass everything, we can’t do everything, and we
need to be honest about it.

○ Kristian: Demystification of how things get done in DSA. Who does what, is
responsible for what, etc. Miscommunication creates acrimony. As political
leadership, we should lead with clarity on what can be done. What does it mean to be
in DSA? More experienced folks have very different expectations for DSA than new
members. Need to clarify what DSA is and isn’t. Structure is also important.

○ How to balance programming: debates and other blocks? (Especially in light of the
pros/cons of online convention)

○ Natalie: Time for training vs. time for debate is recurring tension from every
convention. I think we should have realistic expectations about how many days
people will attend. Weekend will have more participation. 2019 convention ran over
for debate time, delegates voted that they wanted more time to make decisions and
we cancelled trainings. Regional conferences may be smaller as well, so I think we
should prioritize debate. 4 days to make decisions.

○ Jenbo: I like draft agenda. I like that the trainings open to everyone not on weekend.
They have a way to plug in. By not have trainings over the weekend its more serious
and during the week it can be a bit more casual. Appreciate the effort into this. Think
this is a good way to go on the weekend. Like that there arent frills on the weekend.

○ Jen M: I get that we want everyone to be able to do the trainings. We do have
limitations on the platform. Max of 3000. More time for debate is better. Front load
with platform, then move to constitution and bylaws to make sure that we don’t run
out of time for them again because this is the only time we can do it.

○ Blanca: Second Natalie’s point, don’t want to bring people in and then cancel them.
○ Maikiko: For trainings, can they be broadcast so that more people can watch if they

want? How are we prioritizing trainings? Are they related to debate topics or
separate? And how quickly do we need to decide that?



○ Kristian: We can livestream things that are external facing. We should decide what we
should livestream that we think public would be interested in watching. Some
trainings may not be great as they’re interactive. We should base this on
Programming Subcomm and organizing staff. We’re working on a more collaborative
resolution process, so hopefully there will not be as many similar but competing
resolutions. Goal is streamlined and wholistic as much as possible.

○ Glenn: At 2019 convention, we tried to figure out what trainings made sense. We
probably don’t want to do broad-based organizing trainings since we’re not in person.
We haven’t been able to figure out how to replicate the relationship building
between staff and strong member-organizers. It is really important and I want to
figure out a way to do it.

● Kristian: Want to flag convention timeline for everyone to keep in mind as we make priorities
in the upcoming months. We would also like NPC guidance on pre-convention conferences,
especially since we will have smaller, fewer conferences and are prioritizing PRO Act
campaign, etc.

● Justin: We want to have debate on platform planks at regional pre-conferences. Having fewer
will change how we think about creating opportunities for debate. We may think about other
fora for this discussion.

● Megan: Regional pre-conferences were great because we met new people, built relationships,
and laid groundwork for convention. Since we can’t do that, does it really need to be
regional? Why not have a series of meetings at different times with same agenda that allows
members to attend whichever works for their schedule. This would also be easier to plan and
execute.

● Natalie: Agree with Megan. In 2019 we did regional conferences is that we had a fairly new
membership and we wanted to orient them toward how the convention would work, had
support in fundraising to get members to convention. In 2017 we did a weekend-long
pre-convention debate. It helped people get their things in order but then have another
opportunity to finalize drafts, collaborate, etc. and then submit things.

● Kristian: 3 things to discuss at Conferences: platform, PRO Act, racial justice training
● Keon: We’re going to talk about NPC recommendations. I think we should bring that into

pre-convention meetings as well.
● Sean: We may need to adjust timelines for pre-conventions vs. delegate elections. Timeline of

PRO Act campaign may impact what we’re talking about/what action we’re taking. If we
already have won, a good opportunity to debrief.

● Marianela: I like the idea of using pre-conferences about digging into our shared politics,
especially around issues that are live debates in DSA. The timeline was set up this way to
allow for folks to attend pre-conferences even if they are not necessarily running for delegate
but offering folks the opportunity to do so based on political conversations.

● Blanca: I’m in favor of regional conferences. Maybe this is an opportunity to reimagine what
regions look like in regard to future organizing staff hirings.

● Jen: Agree with regional conferences. Agree with Glenn that convention is great time for
organizers to observe member-organizers, think that having regional conferences will help
with that. We’re already planning to do topic based meetings as well.

● Glenn: Agree that regional conferences can be good for relationship building, but we have
already done a lot of work to bring regions together already. So the need is a little bit less
than it was in 2019. I think it depends on the content. Doing fewer of these would be a lighter
load on staff. Maybe we could do them based on time zones?



● Megan: We should make these as simple and replicable as possible.  We should just make
some decisions and roll i We should have the same agenda, and be clear. It will be more
straightforward, though still a lift. The goal of them should be around the platform and
perhaps the PRO Act -- one clear internal, and one clear external. Mostly for people who are
thinking about running for delegate, and if people are considering running this is a good place
to get a sense. Keep it simple.

● Kristian: We’re getting more clarity on these spring/summer meetings. No consensus on if
they should be more topical or regional -- even if the agendas are the same.

● Megan: I think the decision point is regional or fixed dates that anyone can RSVP to.
● Maikiko: Splitting the difference in that they are regional, but you can attend any one if you

can’t attend yours.
● Marianela: I think if the program is not going to be tailored to regions, then there’s really no

reason to limit them in any way. I agree these should be as easy a lift as possible across the
board.

● Kristian: Glen, can you talk about the plans for organizers -- would they be compelled or
optional to attend.

● Glenn: IF we did it by region, it would be by geographical turf, if not then we would split it
out. I think we don’t do regional, maybe based on time zones.

● Kristian: Based on what’s been said, as for moving forward, I would like to move that we
amend our preconvention conferences to be five, and that they based on time zones.

● Jen seconds.
● Motion carries unanimously.

Break

NPC Proposals to the Convention

Paula B’s Requests for Decision

● Request for Decision #1
○ There is a grievance  that has been sitting with a 5 NPC member hearing committee

since October without resolution. At this point, Paula would like us to choose
between one of the following options.

■ Option 1: The NPC gives the hearing committee a firm deadline, such as
within the next two weeks, to produce a report and recommendation for the
NPC to vote on in the case.

■ Option 2: Alternatively, Paula can produce a report and recommendation
under the new streamlined grievance process for the NPC to review and vote
on.

● Natalie: Opens floor for motions
● Kristian: Motion to adopt option number 2
● Marianella: Second
● Kristian: Since its from October, this is speaking to a lack of capacity on the NPC and

otherwise. We owe it to whoever is involved that there is some sort of resolution. If Paula is
able to do that in the timeframe we’re setting. We should do that.



● Jenbo: Do we know if this is lack of capacity that this hasn’t been done? Or disagreement?
● Maria: It was extremely difficult to schedule the hearings committee? Very little time for

people to actually meet together. There may be other factors
● Jenbo: Has the NPC met at all on this grievance? I want to know if we’re shirking the

responsibility. I also want to know that the people on this grievance consent to Paula and Ana
to being on the decision

● Natalie: This Is about what form it comes to the NPC. Whether its from the committee or
from Anna/Paula

● Blanca: Just want to clarify what this is?
● Natalie: The case has already been in front of the NPC members on the committee. They have

had this case since October, and they have not produced a report for the full NPC. Paula is
flagging this for the us the full NPC to move this along. Either we nudge the hearings
committee or Paula/Anna do it

● Maria: This is the only outstanding hearing. The hearings committee has had 2 meetings
about it. They have not been able to schedule a final decision meeting. Someone reached out
to me saying that this is taking too long

● Natalie: Kristians motion is on the floor. Is there anyone to speak against the motion?
● Jen M: I would like to speak against. I think it should be incumbent on the hearings committee

to come to a conclusion in the next two weeks. If they cant do it, they should write up why
they cant do it. If the chapter was expecting them to adjudicate, they should do it

● Blanca: Also in favor of Jen M’s position
● Keon: I’ll speak in favor of the motion. I recognize what Jen M said about expectations of

those who started the process. But we did pass a new process and we should move it along.
● Natalie: Closes stack, and calls vote
● Motion passes. Option 2 is adopted.

● Request for Decision #2
○ Paula and Ana would like guidance on whether the NPC wants the other two training

modules proposed in the expanded contract prioritized in the next few months (they
are complex conflict resolution and toxic masculinity). The reason they need input is
that if the NPC expects them as deliverables, they need to begin developing them
now and will de-prioritize other requests for training that have come through recently
from chapters.  To phrase this as options, the NPC should choose between:

■ Option 1: Communicating that the conflict resolution and toxic masculinity
modules are a priority so that Paula and Ana can calendar out their work on
them this spring.

■ Option 2: Communicating that these modules are not a priority and as a
result, freeing up Paula and Ana’s time this spring to develop custom chapter
requested trainings.

● Natalie: Any questions about the request?
● Maikiko: unclear on the specific chapter request. Unless something is adaptable by other

chapters, should they be doing it?
● Natalie: its unclear, because its necessarily a part of their contract. But they have the time to

do it. Their thinking is that all trainings are iterative, so they'll be able to use them. But their
question is about capacity.

● Kristian: do we know what these trainings are?
● Natalie: one is complex conflict resolution and other is toxic masculinity



● Jenbo: Are the above trainings the chapter specific ones? No, ok we should stick to the
priority ones, and maybe move the chapter ones into the GDC

● Natalie: Can i take that as a motion for option 1?
● Jenbo: Yes
● Jen M?: Second
● Natalie: Discussion on motion?
● Maikiko: Now I want to know what the chapter ones are, in case we need to do them.

Especially because GDC doesn't have the expertise in this. I also don't want to leave the
chapter hanging if we’re the only ones that give that training?

● Natalie: Chapter request is also in the wheelhouse of complex conflict resolution. So they
would work together with the chapter to bring this from the inside, since the outside folks to
be brought in wouldn't mesh with DSAs values. So some of this would be useful for wider use.
But some of it is unique to this chapter.

● Maikiko: Can I amend option 1. Is there a way that we can add a caveat that Ana and Paula
will help chapters explore their options. We should not be in a situation that only Ana and
Paula are the only ones that can give that training. Can we not sever communication with the
chapter about what they need

● Natalie: What I was that there be a motion to amend that Ana and Paula work with chapters
to go through their options. Ana and Paula are already walking people through. This is my
understand, but I think that what she meant is that is going to make a transformative program
for them. Which is why this came up. Maikiko do you want to make the amendment to the
motion still?

● Maikiko: I do, but I don't know what it is
● Natalie: I think we might be making it harder than it needs to be. This is like scheduling thing
● Blanca: We still don't really know whats going on with Ana and Paula. Can we give the next

NPC a really good recommendation about maybe hiring someone else. I just hope that we’re
taking this seriously.

● Natalie: I appreciate that, and want to point out that we have a proposal on the floor. We also
were the ones that made this complicated by asking them for 1 training rather than 3. So she
wants to know about the other deliverables she can do.

● Natalie: Proceed to a vote on Jenbos motion (Option 1)
● Motion passes unanimously.

Upcoming NPC Meetings:
Natalie: Any concerns about these days?
Natalie: Final schedule:

March:
Best is March 6

April:
Best are: April 17, 18, (Quarterly Meeting)

May:
Best is: 22

June:
Best is: 26



July:
Best is: 18th (Quarterly Meeting)

Motion to adjourn
Motion passes

Meeting adjourned at 2:30pm PST.


